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Dear BMC Series Editorial Production Team,

Thank you so much for the constructive comments you made for the manuscript “Oral and Anal Sex Practices among high school youth in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia” MS ID : 1675242103493150. Please see below for the point by point responses for your comments and the corrections made.

With best regards,

Amsale Cherie
Corresponding author

Point by point response

1. Q3: Journal standard instruction regarding Abstract structure requires the following headings ¿Background¿; ¿Methods¿; ¿Results¿; ¿Conclusions¿. However, the manuscript provided ¿Background; ¿Objectives; ¿Methods and materials; ¿Results; Conclusion¿. Please correct so that the Abstract conforms to journal standards.

Response 1: The abstract is structured according to the journal standard.

2. Q4: References 23, 24, and 25 were not in sequential order so they have been renumbered. Please check and correct if appropriate.

Response 2: Thank you, you are correct. The correction made is appropriate.

3. Q1: The phrase “All authors have read and approved the final manuscript” was added in the ¿Authors¿ contributions¿ section. Please check.

Response 3: Thank you for including the phrase.

4. Q2: Please provide complete bibliographic details of reference ¿10¿.

Response 4: Complete bibliographic details provided for reference 10.

***Please see the corrections and Comments made in the text.